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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Artificial neural networks are computing systems with an architecture based on biological neural networks.
Artificial neural networks can be trained using training data to learn how to perform a certain task, such as identifying
or classifying physical objects, activities, characters, etc., from images or videos. An artificial neural network, such as a
deep neural network, may include multiple layers of processing nodes. Each processing node on a layer can perform
computations on input data generated by processing nodes on the preceding layer to generate output data. For example,
a processing node may perform a set of arithmetic operations such as multiplications and additions to generate an
intermediate output, or perform post-processing operations on the intermediate output to generate a final output. An
artificial neural network, such as a deep neural network, may include thousands or more of processing nodes and millions
or more of parameters.
[0002] In general, a neural network may be developed, trained, and made available to many end users. The end users
can then use the trained neural network to perform various tasks (which may be referred to as the inference process)
with or without changing the existing network. When a neural network is being built, the top priority may be to get a
working and accurate network. Thus, floating point numbers and floating point arithmetic are generally used during
training to preserve accuracy. The training process can be performed on a computing system that has sufficient memory
space and computation power, and, in many cases, may not require real-time performance and may be performed in
hours, days, or months. The inference process, however, may be performed using pre-trained networks on many com-
puting devices with limited memory space and computation power, such as mobile devices or embedded devices. Thus,
in many cases, accessing memory that stores the large floating point data and/or performing floating point computation
(which may cause a high power consumption) may become a bottleneck for the inference processes.
[0003] BENOIT JACOB ET AL., "Quantization and Training of Neural Networks for Efficient Integer-Arithmetic-Only
Inference", ARXIV.ORG, CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, 201 OLIN LIBRARY CORNELL UNIVERSITY ITHACA,
NY 14853, published on 16 December 2017, relates to asymmetric quantization and accelerating the computation of
quantized neural networks.
[0004] YU-HSIN CHEN ET AL., "Eyeriss: A Spatial Architecture for Energy-Efficient Dataflow for Convolutional Neural
Networks", 2016 ACM/IEEE 43RD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE (IS-
CA), published in June 2016, relates to hardware architectures for computer-implemented neural networks.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] Various embodiments in accordance with the present disclosure will be described with reference to the drawings,
in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates an example multi-layer artificial neural network;
FIG. 2 illustrates an example convolutional neural network (CNN);
FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate convolution operations performed on an input pixel array by a convolution layer in a
convolutional neural network;
FIGS. 4A-4E illustrate example convolution, non-linear activation, and pooling operations performed on example
input pixels;
FIG. 5 illustrates an example apparatus for an example artificial neural network;
FIG. 6 illustrates a simplified example computing engine including an array of processing elements;
FIG. 7A illustrates an example convolution operation using floating point numbers;
FIG. 7B illustrates an example convolution operation using integer numbers;
FIG. 8 illustrates an example convolution operation using integer numbers;
FIG. 9 illustrates a simplified example computing engine for performing an example convolution operation;
FIG. 10 is a simplified flow chart illustrating an example method of accelerating computation in an artificial neural
network; and
FIG. 11 illustrates an example computing device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0006] Techniques disclosed herein relate generally to artificial neural networks, and more specifically, to accelerating
the quantized computation of the artificial neural network.
[0007] The invention is defined by the independent claims. Preferred embodiments are defined by the dependent
claims.
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[0008] An artificial neural network (also referred to as a "neural network") may include multiple processing nodes
arranged on two or more layers, where processing nodes on one layer may connect to processing nodes on another
layer. The processing nodes can be divided into layers including, for example, an input layer, a number of intermediate
layers (also known as hidden layers), and an output layer. Each processing node on a layer (e.g., an input layer, an
intermediate layer, etc.) may receive a sequential stream of input data elements, multiply each input data element with
a weight, compute a weighted sum of the input data elements, and forward the weighted sum to the next layer. An
artificial neural network, such as a convolutional neural network, may include thousands or more of processing nodes
and millions or more of weights and input data elements. The input data elements and the weights may generally be
represented by floating point numbers (e.g., 32-bit floating point numbers) for accuracy reasons. Thus, the size of the
data used for the computation may be very large. As such, a large memory space, a high-bandwidth bus, and a processing
unit with a high parallel floating point processing performance may be required, which may limit the application of neural
networks on devices with limited memory space, data transfer bandwidth, and/or computing power. In some implemen-
tations, to reduce the size of the data used for the computation and improve the efficiency of the computation during
inference, quantized inputs and weight data in integer numbers (e.g., 8-bit integers) may be used for the computation
(e.g., matrix multiplication), and the computation results may then be de-quantized to floating point numbers for further
processing by a subsequent layer. However, the computation and the quantization-de-quantization process may still be
very complex in many cases.
[0009] Floating point data used for the computation during the inference using a neural network may be asymmetrically
quantized (e.g., to 8-bit numbers) and pre-processed (e.g., shifted) before the matrix multiplication (e.g., convolution).
As a result, a zero value in floating point data may not only be perfectly quantized (without quantization errors) to an
integer number to avoid bias, but is also converted to a integer number "0" before the matrix multiplication, which may
further simplify the matrix multiplication. The pre-processing may enable the storage and management of quantized data
using byte-aligned memory with a smaller footprint. In addition, the pre-processing (e.g., shifting) can reduce the number
of multiplications and summations to be performed for the matrix multiplication and simplify the de-quantization of the
results of the matrix multiplication. For example, the matrix multiplication may be performed using one set of multiplications
and summations, rather than four sets of multiplications and summations according to other techniques, and the de-
quantization can be performed by scaling (i.e., multiplying) the results of the matrix multiplication with a floating point
scaling factor. Therefore, the size of the data used for the computation can be reduced because shorter integer numbers
(e.g., 8-bit integers) are used to represent the longer floating point values (e.g., 32-bit floating point values), and the
matrix multiplication and the de-quantization can be significantly simplified. As such, a device with limited memory space
and computation power may be able to handle the inference process, in some cases, in real time.
[0010] As used herein, a connection between two nodes may not necessarily mean that there is a physical connection
between two nodes. The connection may refer to a relationship between the value associated with one node and the
value associated with another node. For example, a connection between two nodes may be represented by a coefficient
(e.g., a weight) indicating how the value on one node is weighted in determining the value on the other node.
[0011] As used herein, a network node, a node, a processing node, a neural network node, or a neuron may not
necessarily refer to a hardware unit or a physical device. A network node, a node, a processing node, a neural network
node, or a neuron may refer to a set of processing elements (PEs) configured to perform a set of arithmetic operations,
such as a weighted sum of a set of input values. A network node, a node, a processing node, a neural network node,
or a neuron may refer to a set of arithmetic operations, such as a weighted sum of a set of input values.
[0012] As used herein, quantization may refer to transforming a number of a large data-type (e.g., 32-bit floating point
number) into a number of a smaller data-type (e.g., 8-bit signed or unsigned integer), and de-quantization (or re-quan-
tization) may refer to recovering a number of a large data-type from a number of a smaller data-type. Quantization and
de-quantization may be linear transformations that are inverse to each other. In neural networks, quantized values may
be used when large quantities of low-precision arithmetic are acceptable (e.g. convolution) and de-quantized values
may be used when high-precision arithmetic is preferred (e.g. activation).
[0013] In the following description, various embodiments will be described. For purposes of explanation, specific
configurations and details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the embodiments. Furthermore,
well-known features may be omitted or simplified in order not to obscure the embodiments being described. The figures
and description are not intended to be restrictive. The word "example" is used herein to mean "serving as an example,
instance, or illustration."
[0014] Artificial neural networks have been used in machine learning research and industrial applications and have
achieved many breakthrough results in, for example, image recognition, speech recognition, computer vision, text
processing, etc. The basic unit of computation in a neural network is the neuron (also referred to as a node). A neuron
may receive input from some other neurons or an external source and compute an output. Each input may have an
associated weight (w), which may be assigned based on the importance of the input relative to other inputs. The neuron
may also apply a function (e.g., a nonlinear function) to the weighted sum of its inputs.
[0015] A feedforward neural network is a type of artificial neural network. It may include multiple nodes arranged in
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layers. Nodes from adjacent layers may have connections or edges between them. These connections may have cor-
responding weights associated with them. Information may flow from the input nodes, through the hidden nodes (if any)
and to the output nodes. There are no circles or loops in the network. In contrast, recurrent Neural Networks (e.g., a
long short-term memory (LSTM) network) may include connections between the nodes to form a circle or loop.
[0016] FIG. 1 illustrates an example multi-layer neural network 100. Multi-layer neural network 100 may include an
input layer 110, a hidden (or intermediate) layer 120, and an output layer 130. In many implementations, multi-layer
neural network 100 may include two or more hidden layers and may be referred to as a deep neural network. A neural
network with a single hidden layer may generally be sufficient to model any continuous function. However, such a network
may need an exponentially larger number of nodes when compared to a neural network with multiple hidden layers. It
has been shown that a deeper neural network can be trained to perform much better than a comparatively shallow network.
[0017] Input layer 110 may include a plurality of input nodes (e.g., nodes 112, 114, and 116) that may provide information
(i.e., input data) from the outside world to the network. The input nodes may pass on the information to the next layer,
and no computation may be performed by the input nodes. Hidden layer 120 may include a plurality of nodes, such as
nodes 122, 124, and 126. The nodes in the hidden layer may have no direct connection with the outside world (hence
the name "hidden"). They may perform computations and transfer information from the input nodes to the next layers
(e.g., another hidden layer or output layer 130). While a feedforward neural network may have a single input layer and
a single output layer, it may have zero or multiple hidden layers. Output layer 130 may include a plurality of output nodes
that are responsible for computing and transferring information from the network to the outside world, such as recognizing
certain objects or activities, or determining a condition or an action.
[0018] As shown in FIG. 1, in a feedforward neural network, a node (except the bias node if any) may have connections
to all nodes (except the bias node if any) in the immediately preceding layer and the immediate next layer. Thus, the
layers may be referred to as fully-connected layers. All connections between nodes may have weights associated with
them, even though only some of these weights are shown in FIG. 1. For a complex network, there may be hundreds or
thousands of nodes and thousands or millions of connections between the nodes.
[0019] As described above, a feedforward neural network may include zero (referred to as a single layer perceptron),
or one or more hidden layers (referred to as a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)). Even though FIG. 1 only shows a single
hidden layer in the multi-layer perceptron, a multi-layer perceptron may include one or more hidden layers (in addition
to one input layer and one output layer). A feedforward neural network with many hidden layers may be referred to as
a deep neural network. While a single layer perceptron may only learn linear functions, a multi-layer perceptron can
learn non-linear functions.
[0020] In the example shown in FIG. 1, node 112 may be a bias node having a value of 1 or may be a regular input
node. Nodes 114 and 116 may take external inputs XI and X2, which may be numerical values depending upon the
input dataset. As discussed above, no computation is performed on input layer 110, and thus the outputs from nodes
112, 114, and 116 on input layer 110 are 1, X1, and X2, respectively, which are fed into hidden layer 120.
[0021] In the example shown in FIG. 1, node 122 may be a bias node having a value of 1 or may be a regular network
node. The outputs of nodes 124 and 126 in hidden layer 120 may depend on the outputs from input layer 110 (i.e., 1,
X1, X2, etc.) and weights associated with connections 115. For example, node 124 may take numerical inputs X1 and
X2 and may have weights w1 and w2 associated with those inputs. Additionally, node 124 may have another input
(referred to as a bias), such as 1, with a weight w0 associated with it. The main function of the bias is to provide every
node with a trainable constant value (in addition to the normal inputs that the node receives). The bias value may allow
one to shift the activation function to the left or right. It is noted that even though only three inputs to node 124 are shown
in FIG. 1, in various implementations, a node may include tens, hundreds, thousands, or more inputs and associated
weights.
[0022] The output Y from node 124 may be computed by: 

where function f may be a non-linear function that is often referred to as an activation function. When a node has K
inputs, the output from the node may be computed by: 

[0023] Thus, the computation on each neural network layer may be described as a multiplication of an input matrix
and a weight matrix and an activation function applied on the products of the matrix multiplication. The outputs from the
nodes on an intermediate layer may then be fed to nodes on the next layer, such as output layer 130.
[0024] The purpose of the activation function is to introduce non-linearity into the output of a neural network node
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because most real world functions are non-linear and it is desirable that the neurons can learn these non-linear repre-
sentations. The activation function may take a single number and perform a certain fixed mathematical operation on it.
Several activation functions may be used in an artificial neural network. One example activation function is the sigmoid
function σ(x), which takes a real-valued input and transforms it into a value between 0 and 1: 

[0025] Another example activation function is the tanh function, which takes a real-valued input and transforms it into
a value within the range of [-1, 1]: 

[0026] A third example activation function is the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function. The ReLU function takes a real-
valued input and thresholds it above zero (i.e., replacing negative values with zero):

[0027] Another example activation function is the leaky ReLU function, which may be defined as: 

where α may be a pre-determined parameter or a parameter that can be learned.
[0028] Output layer 130 in the example shown in FIG. 1 may include nodes 132 and 134, which may take inputs from
hidden layer 120 and perform similar computations as the hidden nodes using weights associated with connections 125.
The calculation results (Y1 and Y2) are the outputs of the multi-layer perceptron. In some implementations, in an MLP
for classification, a Softmax function may be used as the activation function in the output layer. The Softmax function
takes a vector of real-valued scores and maps it to a vector of values between zero and one that sum to one.
[0029] For a given set of input features X = (x1, x2, ...) and a target Y, a multi-layer perceptron can learn the relationship
between the features and the target for either classification or regression. A multi-layer perceptron may learn using a
backpropagation algorithm. Backward propagation of errors (often referred to as BackProp) is one of several ways in
which an artificial neural network can be trained. BackProp may be a supervised training scheme that learns from labeled
training data and errors at the nodes by changing parameters of the neural network to reduce the errors.
[0030] As described above, the connections between nodes of adjacent layers in an artificial neural network have
weights associated with them, where the weights may determine what the output vector is for a given input vector. The
learning or training process may assign appropriate weights for these connections. In some implementations, the initial
values of the weights may be randomly assigned. For every input in a training dataset, the output of the artificial neural
network may be observed and compared with the expected output, and the error between the expected output and the
observed output may be propagated back to the previous layer. The weights may be adjusted accordingly based on the
error. This process is repeated until the output error is below a predetermined threshold.
[0031] The backward propagation of errors may be based on the chain-rule used for nested functions y= f(g(x)) to
determine a gradient: 

where  is the derivative of the activation function, and  may be proportional to weight w. The
errors at the output nodes may be calculated and propagated back through the network to calculate the gradients. An
optimization method, such as Gradient Descent, may be used to adjust the weights in the network to reduce the errors
at the output layer. Backpropagation may be computationally cheaper than forward propagation as forward propagation
may involve successively multiplying large matrices on each layer until multiplying a large matrix by a vector on the
output layer. The backpropagation may start with multiplying a matrix by a first vector to get a second vector, multiplying
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another matrix by the second vector to get a third vector, and so forth. In other words, the backpropagation uses more
efficient matrix-vector multiplications instead of matrix-matrix multiplications.
[0032] After the weight adjustment, the network should perform better than before for the same input because the
weights have now been adjusted to minimize the errors. This process may be repeated for all training samples in the
training dataset to learn from these samples.
[0033] In many situations, using the feedforward neural network as described above for real-world application, such
as image classification, may not be practical. For example, for a two-dimensional (2-D) image with 200 3 200 pixels,
40,000 input nodes may be used in the neural network. If a hidden layer has 20,000 nodes, the size of the matrix for the
weights would be 40,000 3 20,000 (or 800 million elements). If each weight is a 32-bit (i.e., 4-byte) floating point value,
the total memory used for the weights would be 3.2 GB. This is just for the first layer. As the number of layers increases,
the size of the weights may increase as well. In addition, vectorizing an image using individual pixels may ignore the
complex 2-D spatial structure of the image.
[0034] One way to overcome these issues is to use convolutional neural networks that perform 2-D convolutions using
smaller convolutional filters rather than the large matrix multiplications as described above. Learning a set of convolutional
filters (e.g., 11 3 11 matrices) may be much easier and faster than learning a large matrix (e.g., 40,000 3 20,000). 2-
D convolutions can also naturally take the 2-D structure of images into account. Convolutional neural networks may be
described as feedforward neural networks with local connectivity and weight sharing. The local connectivity refers to the
fact that a convolutional filter may have much smaller dimensions than the image it operates on. The weight sharing is
due to the fact that a same filter may be used across the image when performing the convolution, which means that a
same local filter is used on many locations in the image. In other words, the weights between all filtering for different
locations in the image are shared.
[0035] Convolutional neural networks (also referred to as ConvNets or CNNs) are a type of neural networks that are
very effective for applications such as image recognition and classification. For example, CNNs may be used to identify
faces, objects, and traffic signs for use in robots and self-driving cars. CNNs may be used in natural language processing
tasks (such as sentence classification) as well. LeNet developed by Yann LeCun et al. in 1990s for handwritten number
recognition is one of the first convolutional neural networks that helped propel the field of deep learning. Several new
architectures have been proposed in recent years to improve over the LeNet, but they all use the main concepts from
the LeNet.
[0036] FIG. 2 illustrates an example convolutional neural network (CNN) 200 for image or object classification. CNN
200 may include four main operations: (1) convolution; (2) non-linearity function (e.g., ReLU); (3) pooling or sub-sampling;
and (4) classification (fully-connected layer). These operations may be the basic building blocks of every convolutional
neural network. Different CNNs may have different combinations of these four main operations.
[0037] An image to be classified, such as input image 210, may be represented by a matrix of pixel values. Input image
210 may include multiple channels, each channel representing a certain component of the image. For example, an image
from a digital camera may have a red channel, a green channel, and a blue channel. Each channel may be represented
by a 2-D matrix of pixels having pixel values in the range of 0 to 255 (i.e., 8-bit). A gray-scale image may have only one
channel. In the following description, the processing of a single image channel using CNN 200 is described. Other
channels may be processed similarly.
[0038] As shown in FIG. 2, input image 210 may be processed by a first convolution layer 215 using a first filter. More
detail of the convolution is described below with respect to FIG. 3A and 3B. First convolution layer 215 may also perform
a non-linear activation function (e.g., ReLU) as described above. An output matrix 220 from first convolution layer 215
may have smaller dimensions than input image 210, and may be referred to as the convolved feature, activation map,
or feature map. First convolution layer 215 may perform convolutions on input image 210 using multiple filters to generate
multiple output matrices (or feature maps) 220. The number of filters used may be referred to as the depth of the
convolution layer. In the example shown in FIG. 2, first convolution layer 215 may have a depth of three. Output matrix
(or feature map) 220 may be passed to a pooling layer 225, where output matrix 220 may be subsampled or down-
sampled to generate a matrix 230. More detail of the pooling operation is described below with respect to FIGS. 4D and 4E.
[0039] Matrix 230 may be processed by a second convolution layer 235 using a filter. A non-linear activation function
(e.g., ReLU) may also be performed by the second convolution layer 235 as described above. An output matrix 240 (or
feature map) from second convolution layer 235 may have smaller dimensions than matrix 230. Second convolution
layer 235 may perform convolutions on matrix 230 using multiple filters to generate multiple output matrices (or feature
maps) 240. In the example shown in FIG. 2, second convolution layer 235 may have a depth of six. Output matrix 240
may be passed to a pooling layer 245, where output matrix 240 may be subsampled or down-sampled to generate a
matrix 250.
[0040] The two-dimensional output matrices 250 from pooling layer 245 may be flattened to a one-dimensional (1-D)
vector by a flatten layer 255, and passed through a fully-connected layer 260 (i.e., a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)) as
described in FIG. 1. Fully-connected layer 260 may include an input layer 270 (such as input layer 110 of FIG. 1) that
takes the 1-D output vector from flatten layer 255. Fully-connected layer 260 may also include a hidden layer 280 (such
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as hidden layer 120 of FIG. 1) and an output layer 290 (such as output layer 130 of FIG. 1). Fully-connected layer 260
may classify the object in input image 210 into one of several categories using feature maps or matrix 250 and, for
example, a Softmax function.
[0041] The operation of the fully-connected layer may be represented by matrix multiplications. For example, if there
are M nodes on input layer 270 and N nodes on hidden layer 280, where the input X = [x1, x2, x3, ..., xM], and the weights
of the connections between the M nodes on input layer 270 and the N nodes on hidden layer 280 can be represented by: 

[0042] The output Y of hidden layer 280 may be determined by: 

[0043] When a batch of K samples each including M inputs are received at the fully-connected layer, the inputs may
be represented by a K3M matrix for the K samples. The outputs Y of hidden layer 280 may include K3N elements and
may be determined by a 2-D matrix multiplication.
[0044] The convolution operations in a CNN may be used to extract features from input image 210. The convolution
operations preserve the spatial relationship between pixels by extracting image features using small regions of the input
image. In a convolution, a matrix (referred to as a filter, a kernel, or a feature detector) may slide over the input image
(or a feature map) at a certain step size (referred to as the stride). For every position (or step), element-wise multiplications
between the filter matrix and the overlapped matrix in the input image may be calculated and summed to get a final
value that represents a single element of an output matrix (e.g., a feature map). Thus, a filter may act to detect features
from the original input image.
[0045] FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate the convolution operations performed on an input pixel array 320 using a filter 310
by a convolution layer in a convolutional neural network. Input pixel array 320 may include an input image, a channel of
an input image, or a feature map generated by another convolution layer or pooling layer. FIG. 3A illustrates the convolution
operation performed on a first region 322 of input pixel array 320 at a first step. FIG. 3B illustrates the convolution
operation performed on a second region 324 of input pixel array 320 at a second step after sliding filter 310 by a stride.
[0046] Filter 310 may include a two-dimensional matrix, each element of the 2-D matrix representing a weight. The
weights in filter 310 may be designed or trained to detect or extract certain features from the spatial distribution of pixel
values in the image. The extracted features may or may not be meaningful to a human eye. Different filters may be used
to detect or extract different features from the input pixel array. For example, some filters may be used to detect edges
in an image, or to sharpen or blur an image. Filter 310 may have R rows (height) and S columns (width), and may typically
be smaller than input pixel array 320, which may have a height of H pixels and a width of W pixels. Each weight in filter
310 may be mapped to a pixel in a region having R rows and S columns in input pixel array 320. For example, as shown
in FIG. 3A, a convolution layer (e.g., first convolution layer 215 or second convolution layer 235) or a processing node
of the convolution layer may receive pixel values for a region 322 (including R3S pixels) of input pixel array 320, perform
element-wise multiplications between corresponding elements in filter 310 and region 322, and sum the products of the
element-wise multiplications to generate a convolution output value 332. In other words, convolution output value 332
may be the sum of multiplication results between weights in filter 310 and corresponding pixels in region 322 according

to  , that is, a dot-product between a matrix representing filter 310 and a matrix representing pixel values of
region 322.
[0047] Similarly, as shown in FIG. 3B, the convolution layer (e.g., another processing node of the convolution layer)
may receive pixel values for a region 324 (including R3S pixels) of input pixel array 320, perform element-wise multi-
plications between corresponding elements in filter 310 and region 324, and sum the products of the element-wise
multiplications to generate a convolution output value 334. As shown in FIG. 3B, the convolution operations can be
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performed in a sliding-window fashion in a pre-determined stride D. For example, in the example shown in FIG. 3B,
region 324 may be at a distance D (in terms of pixels) from region 322, and the next region for the next convolution
operation may be situated at the same distance D from region 324. The stride D may be smaller or greater than the
width S of filter 310.
[0048] The outputs of the convolution operations may form a convolution output matrix 330 with a height of E rows
and a width of F columns. As described above, matrix 330 may be referred to as a feature map. The dimensions of
matrix 330 may be smaller than input pixel array 320 and may be determined based on the dimensions of input pixel
array 320, dimensions of filter 310, and the stride D. For example, if stride D is equal to one pixel in both horizontal and
vertical directions, E may be equal to H-R+1, and F may be equal to W-S+1. In some implementations, each convolution
output (e.g., output value 332 or 334) in FIGS. 3A and 3B may correspond to the output of a processing node of the
convolution layer.
[0049] The convolution using one filter over an input pixel array may be used to produce one feature map, and the
convolution using another filter over the same input pixel array may generate a different feature map. In practice, a CNN
may learn the weights of the filters on its own during the training process based on some user specified parameters
(which may be referred to as hyperparameters) before the training process, such as the number of filters, the filter size,
the architecture of the network, etc. The more number of filters used, the more image features may get extracted, and
the better the network may be at recognizing patterns in new images.
[0050] As described above, the sizes of the output feature maps may be determined based on parameters, such as
the depth, stride, and zero-padding. As described above, the depth may correspond to the number of filters used for the
convolution operation. In CNN 200 shown in FIG. 2, three distinct filters are used in first convolution layer 215 to perform
convolution operations on the input image, thus producing three different output matrices (or feature maps) 220. Stride
is the number of pixels by which the filter matrix is slid over the input pixel array. For example, when the stride is 1, the
filter matrix is moved by one pixel at a time. When the stride is 2, the filter matrix is moved by 2 pixels at a time. Having
a larger stride may produce smaller feature maps. In some implementations, the input matrix may be padded with zeros
around the border so that the filter matrix may be applied to bordering elements of the input pixel array. Zero-padding
may allow the control of the size of the feature maps.
[0051] As shown in FIG. 2, an additional non-linear operation using an activation function (e.g., ReLU) may be used
after every convolution operation. As described above, ReLU is an element-wise operation that replaces all negative
pixel values in the feature map by zero. The purpose of ReLU is to introduce non-linearity in the CNN. Other non-linear
functions, such as tanh or sigmoid function, can also be used, but ReLU has been found to perform better in many
situations.
[0052] Spatial pooling (also referred to as subsampling or down-sampling) may reduce the dimensions of each feature
map, while retaining the most important information. In particular, pooling may make the feature dimensions smaller and
more manageable, and reduce the number of parameters and computations in the network. Pooling may also make the
network invariant to small transformations, distortions, and translations in the input image such that a small distortion in
the input image may not change the output of pooling because the maximum or average value in a local neighborhood
is used. Thus, pooling may help to achieve an equivariant representation of the input image such that objects in an
image may be detected no matter where they are located. Spatial pooling may be performed in different ways, such as
max pooling, average pooling, sum pooling, etc. In max pooling, the largest element in each spatial neighborhood (e.g.,
a 232 window) may be used to represent the spatial neighborhood. Instead of taking the largest element, the average
(for average pooling) or sum (for sum pooling) of all elements in each window may be used to represent the spatial
neighborhood. In many applications, max pooling may work better than other pooling techniques.
[0053] FIGS. 4A-4E illustrate example convolution, non-linear activation, and pooling operations performed on example
input pixel data. The input pixel data may represent, for example, a digital image, a channel of a digital image, or a
feature map generated by a previous layer in a convolutional neural network. FIG. 4A illustrates an example input matrix
410 that includes the example input pixel data. Input matrix 410 may include a 636 pixel array, where each element of
the pixel array may include a real number, such as an integer number or a floating point number. FIG. 4B illustrates an
example filter 420. Filter 420 may include a 333 matrix, where each element of the matrix represents a weight of the
filter. Filter 420 may be used to extract certain features from input matrix 410. For example, the example filter 420 shown
in FIG. 4B may be a filter for detecting edges in an image.
[0054] Input matrix 410 and filter 420 may be convoluted to generate an output matrix 430 as shown in FIG. 4C. Each
element in output matrix 430 may be the sum of element-wise multiplications (i.e., dot-product) between corresponding
elements in filter 420 and an overlapping region 412 of input matrix 410 and may be determined in each step a window
having the same dimensions as filter 420 (e.g., 333) slides over input matrix 410 with a certain stride (e.g., 1 element
horizontally and/or vertically). For example, the value of element 432 in row 1 and column 3 of output matrix 430 may
be the dot-product between the matrix representing filter 420 and a matrix representing region 412 of input matrix 410,
where 230+131+030+531+33(-4)+231+230+131+130 = 1+5-12+2+1 = -3. Similarly, the value of element 434 in
row 4 and column 1 of output matrix 430 may be the dot-product between the matrix representing filter 420 and a matrix
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representing region 414 of input matrix 410, where 030+231+130+031+03(-4)+131+530+331+230 = 2+1+3 = 6.
For input matrix 410 with a 636 pixel array and filter 420 represented by a 333 matrix, output matrix 430 may be a 434
matrix when the stride used is one element or pixel.
[0055] A non-linear activation function (e.g., ReLU, sigmoid, tanh, etc.) may then be applied to output matrix 430 to
generate a matrix 440 as shown in FIG. 4D. In the example shown in FIG. 4D, the ReLU function is used, and thus all
negative values in output matrix 430 are replaced by 0s in matrix 440. A pooling operation (e.g., a max, average, or sum
pooling operation) may be applied to matrix 440 to sub-sample or down-sample data in matrix 440. In the example shown
in FIGS. 4D and 4E, a max pooling operation may be applied to matrix 440, where the 434 matrix 440 may be divided
into four 232 regions 442, 444, 446, and 448. The maximum value of each region may be selected as a subsample
representing each region. For example, a maximum value of 9 is selected from region 442, a maximum value of 2 is
selected from region 444, a maximum value of 5 is selected from region 446, and a maximum value of 6 is selected
from region 448. Thus, a feature map 450 with four elements 9, 2, 6, and 5 may be generated from the 636 input matrix
410 after the convolution, non-linear activation, and pooling operations.
[0056] Referring back to FIG. 2, CNN 200 may include two sets of convolution, ReLU, and pooling layers, where the
second convolution layer 235 may perform convolution operations on the output of pooling layer 225 using six filters to
produce a total of six feature maps. ReLU may then be applied individually on all of these six feature maps. Next, max
pooling operation may be performed on each of the six rectified feature maps. These convolution, ReLU, and pooling
layers may, in combination, extract useful features from an image, introduce non-linearity in the network, and reduce
feature dimension, while making the features equivariant to scale and translation. The output matrices 250 of pooling
layer 245 represent high-level features of the input image, and may be used as an input to fully-connected layer 260.
[0057] Fully-connected layer 260 may be a multi-layer perceptron. As described above, in the fully-connected layer,
every node in a layer is connected to every node on the adjacent layer(s). Fully-connected layer 260 may use the high-
level features of the input image represented by output matrices 250 to classify the input image into various classes
based on the training dataset. The fully-connected layer may also be used as a low-cost way to learn the non-linear
combination functions of these high-level features. The features from the convolution and pooling layers may be good
for the classification task, but non-linear combinations of those features might be even better.
[0058] Fully-connected layer 260 may use a Softmax activation function on the output layer. The Softmax function
takes a vector of real-valued scores and transforms it to a vector with values (e.g., probabilities) between zero and one
that sum to one. Thus, the sum of the output values from the fully-connected layer may be 1. Other classifiers, such as
a support vector machine (SVM) classifier, can also be used.
[0059] In the example shown in FIG. 2, two sets of convolution and pooling layers are used. It is noted that these
operations can be repeated any number of times in a single CNN. In addition, a pooling layer may not be used after
every convolution layer. In some implementations, a CNN may perform multiple convolution and ReLU operations before
performing a pooling operation.
[0060] The training process of a convolutional neural network, such as CNN 200, may be similar to the training process
discussed above with respect to the feedforward neural network described in FIG. 2. First, all parameters and weights
(including the weights in the filters and weights for the fully-connected layer) may be initialized with random values.
Second, the convolutional neural network may take a training sample (e.g., a training image) as input, perform the
forward propagation steps (including convolution, non-linear activation, and pooling operations, along with the forward
propagation operations in the fully-connected layer), and determine the output probability for each possible class. Since
the parameters of the convolutional neural network, such as the weights, are randomly assigned for the training example,
the output probabilities may also be random.
[0061] The total error at the output layer (e.g., the sum over all possible classes) may be calculated by summing the
probability errors for all possible classes. For example, the total error may be calculated based on: 

where the target probabilities may include a "1" corresponding to the actual class of the object in the image, and "0s"
corresponding to other classes. Techniques such as the backpropagation techniques described above may then be
used to calculate the gradients of the error with respect to parameters and weights to be trained in the network and use
the gradient descent to update the parameters and weights to be trained in the network to minimize the output error.
The weights may be fine-tuned or adjusted according to their contribution to the total error. When the same training
sample is used as the input again, the output probabilities might be closer to the target probabilities, which indicates
that the network has learned to classify this particular image. As described above, some parameters of the convolutional
neural network, such as the number of filters, filter sizes, architecture of the network, etc., may have been pre-selected
and remain unchanged during the training process. The above-described training process may be repeated for all training
samples in the training dataset.
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[0062] At the end of the training process, all weights and parameters of the CNN may have been optimized to correctly
classify the training samples from the training dataset. When an unseen sample (e.g., a test sample or a new sample)
is input into the CNN, the CNN may go through the forward propagation step and output a probability for each class
using the trained weights and parameters, which may be referred to as an inference (or prediction) process as compared
to the training process. If the training dataset is sufficient, the trained network may classify the unseen sample into a
correct class.
[0063] There may be many variations and improvements to CNN 200 described above, such as AlexNet (2012), ZFNet
(short for Zeiler & Fergus Net) (2013), GoogLeNet (2014), VGGNet (which shows that the performance of the network
may depend on the depth (number of layers) of the network)(2014), Residual Network (ResNets) (2015), and Densely
Connected Convolutional Network (DenseNet) (2016).
[0064] In the feedforward neural networks described above, all samples are considered to be independent. In a
recurrent neural network (RNN), the same operations as described above may be perform on every element in a sequence,
where the output for one input element may depend on the outputs for previous input elements. One of the most commonly
used type of RNNs is the long short-term memory (LSTM) network, which may include an input layer, one or more LSTM
layers, and a fully-connected layer.
[0065] The training process and inference process described above may be performed on hardware, software, or a
combination of hardware and software. However, training an artificial neural network or using the trained artificial neural
network for inference generally requires significant amount of computation power to perform, for example, the matrix
multiplications or convolutions. Thus, specialized hardware circuits, such as graphic processing units (GPUs), tensor
processing units (TPUs), neural network processing units (NPUs), FPGAs, ASICs, or other highly parallel processing
circuits may be used for training and/or inference. Training and inference may be performed on a cloud, on a data center,
or on a device.
[0066] FIG. 5 illustrates an example apparatus 500 for an example artificial neural network. Apparatus 500 may be
part of a computer system, such as a data center server. Apparatus 500 may be part of a multi-tenant compute service
system (e.g., a cloud) and may communicate with a host device (not shown in FIG. 5) to provide computing and memory
resources for a computing service. Apparatus 500 may include a neural network processor 502 coupled to memory 512,
a direct memory access (DMA) controller 516, and a host interface 514 via an interconnect 518. Neural network processor
502 may provide computing resources to support inference using a trained neural network. More detail of the operation
of neural network processor 502 is described below.
[0067] Memory 512 may be configured to store the instructions, input data (e.g., pixel data of images), and the weights
(e.g., the filter data) or other parameters of the trained neural network received from, for example, the host device.
Memory 512 may also be used to store the output of neural network processor 502 (e.g., one or more image recognition
decisions on the input images) or some intermediary data. Memory 512 may include any suitable memory, such as
dynamic random access memory (DRAM), synchronous DRAM (SDRAM), double data rate DRAM (DDR DRAM), storage
class memory (SCM), flash memory devices, etc.
[0068] DMA controller 516 may be configured to perform DMA operations to transfer data between neural network
processor 502 and the host device. For example, the host device may store the instructions, input data, the weights,
and other parameters of the neural network at memory 512. The host device may provide the memory addresses for
the stored instructions, data, weights, and other parameters of the neural network to neural network processor 502 (e.g.,
in the form of memory descriptors). Neural network processor 502 may then obtain the stored instructions, data, weights,
or other parameters of the neural network based on the memory addresses provided by the host device. Neural network
processor 502 may also store the results of computations (e.g., one or more image recognition decisions or intermediary
data) at memory 512, and provide the memory addresses for the stored results to the host device.
[0069] Host interface 514 may enable communications between the host device and neural network processor 502.
For example, host interface 514 may be configured to transmit the memory descriptors including the memory addresses
of the stored data (e.g., input data, weights, results of computations, etc.) between the host device and neural network
processor 502. Host interface 514 may include, for example, a peripheral component interconnect express (PCIe)
interface or any suitable interface for communicating with the host device.
[0070] Neural network processor 502 may provide the computing resources to support the neural network computations
for inference, such as image classification. In the example shown in FIG. 5, neural network processor 502 may include
an integrated circuit, such as a system-on-chip (SoC), FPGA, or ASIC. Neural network processor 502 may include a
number of circuit components, such as a state buffer 522, a computing engine 524, an output buffer 526, and a post-
processor 528. In some implementations, neural network processor 502 may also include a read access engine 536
and a write access engine 538 to provide computing engine 542 and post-processor 528 with read and write access to
state buffer 522 as discussed in detail below.
[0071] State buffer 522 may be configured to provide caching of data used for computations at computing engine 524.
The data cached at state buffer 522 may include, for example, the input data and weights obtained from memory 512,
output data from computing engine 524, and/or output data from post-processor 528. The caching may reduce the effect
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of memory access bottleneck (e.g., caused by the latencies at memory 512, DMA controller 516, interconnect 518, etc.)
on the performance of computing engine 524. State buffer 522 may be an on-chip memory device and may include, for
example, static random access memory (SRAM). State buffer 522 may be partitioned based on the organization of
computing engine 524. For example, state buffer 522 may include multiple SRAM banks, where each bank may be
configured to store input data and weights for a row of computing engine 524.
[0072] Computing engine 524 may include an array of processing elements (PEs) configured to perform one or more
arithmetic operations (e.g., vector multiplication) for neural network computations. In some implementations, computing
engine 524 may be a matrix multiplication unit that may be used for matrix convolution and/or matrix multiplication, and
thus may be used to implement a convolution layer or a fully-connected layer. For example, in some implementations,
computing engine 524 may include a systolic array that includes a two-dimensional array of processing elements arranged
in rows and columns.
[0073] FIG. 6 illustrates a simplified example computing engine 600 including an array of processing elements 620.
Computing engine 600 may be a simplified example of computing engine 524. In the example shown in FIG. 6, computing
engine 600 may include an M3N array of PEs with N PEs in each of M rows and M PEs in each of N columns. Each
PE may include a row input bus 622, a column input bus 624, a column output bus 626, and a row output bus 628. A
PE may receive inputs from a preceding PE (on the left) in the same row (or from external circuitry) via row input bus
622. The PE may also receive inputs from a preceding PE (on top) in the same column (or from external circuitry) via
column input bus 624. The inputs may be floating point values. The PE may perform floating point arithmetic operations
(e.g., multiply and accumulate (MAC)) based on the inputs, and transmit the result of the arithmetic operations to a
subsequent (lower) PE in the same column (or to external circuitry) via column output bus 626. The PE may also forward
the inputs to a subsequent PE (to the right) in the same row, via row output bus 628.
[0074] Each row of computing engine 600 may process one input data set comprising multiple input data elements,
whereas each column of computing engine 600 may generate a weighted sum of input data elements from different
input data sets. For example, when computing engine 600 is to process M input pixel groups 610, 612, 614, .., and 616,
a first row may receive input data elements of pixel group 610, a second row may receive input data elements of input
pixel group 612, a third row may receive input data elements of input pixel group 614, ... , and an Mth row may receive
input data elements of input group 616. Each PE may include a multiplier 623 that would handle one input data element
at a time. For example, the PE may receive an input data element and a weight (e.g., from row input bus 622) and
generate, using multiplier 623, a multiplication product to represent a weighted input data element. The weight may be
an element of a convolution kernel (i.e., filter) or a weight of a connection between nodes on two layers of a fully-
connected layer. In addition, the PE may also receive a partial weighted sum from the preceding PE in the same column
(e.g., from column input bus 624). The partial weighted sum represents the weighted sum of input data elements of input
data sets received by PEs on rows above the PE. The PE may include an added 625 that may add the weighted input
data element to the partial weighted sum, and pass the updated partial weighted sum to the PE below in the same
column (e.g., through column output bus 626). The PE at the bottom row of each column may generate a weighted sum
of input data elements received by all PEs in the column.
[0075] The operations of each PE of computing engine 600 may be synchronized to a clock signal to improve the
interoperability between computing engine 600 and other components of the neural network processor (e.g., neural
network processor 502). Each PE may also include sequential logic circuitries (e.g., registers, latches, flip-flops, state
machines, etc.) to store input data, weights, and output data for the adder and multiplier circuitry, and to synchronize
the flow of the data into and out of the circuitry. The sequential logic circuitry of each PE can be clocked by either the
same clock signal or a replica of the clock signal, such that data may be synchronously shifted into and/or out of the PE
sequentially during the clock cycles. For example, in a first clock cycle, a PE 620b of the second row may receive a first
input data element of pixel group 612 as well as a partial sum comprising weighted first input data element of pixel group
610 from PE 620a of the first row. Within the first clock cycle, a PE 620b may multiply the input data element with a
weight, add the multiplication product to the partial sum to generate an updated partial sum, and store the updated partial
sum in an internal register. In the second clock cycle, PE 620b may forward the updated partial sum to a PE 620c on
the third row below, which may perform the multiplication and accumulation to generate an updated partial sum. In the
third clock cycle, PE 620c may forward the updated partial sum to a next PE on the fourth row below, which may perform
the multiplication and accumulation to generate an updated partial sum. The updated partial sum may be propagated
down along each column until it is output by PE 620d on the Mth row at the Mth clock cycle to an output buffer 630 (also
referred to as a PSUM buffer).
[0076] In some implementations, each column of computing engine 600 may correspond to a processing node of a

neural network layer, and may apply a different set of weights {wi} to generate a different weighted sum 
for each input dataset {xi}.
[0077] Referring back to FIG. 5, post-processor 528 may be configured to perform post-processing on the outputs of
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computing engine 524 (which may act as a neural network layer, such as a convolution layer or fully-connected layer)
that may be stored in output buffer 526 to generate final outputs for the neural network layer. In the example shown in
FIG. 5, post-processor 528 may include an activation engine 528a and a pooling engine 528b. Activation engine 528a
may perform one or more activation (non-linear) functions, such as tanh, sigmoid, ReLU, etc., on the outputs of a
convolution layer to generate the output data, and store the output data at state buffer 522. In some implementations,
activation engine 528a may include one or more multiplier circuits. Pooling engine 528b may perform, for example,
maximum pooling, average pooling, etc., on the outputs of a convolution layer or activation engine 528a to generate
subsamples, and store the subsamples at state buffer 522. In some implementations, pooling engine 528b may also
include one or more multiplier circuits. Pooling engine 528b and/or activation engine 528a may also be controlled to be
skipped for certain convolution layers. For example, as discussed above, a CNN may perform multiple convolution and
ReLU operations before performing a pooling operation.
[0078] In some implementations, post-processor 528 may also include a Softmax engine (not shown in FIG. 5) that
can perform a Softmax function on the output of the fully-connected layer. As described above, the Softmax engine may
take a vector of real-valued scores from a fully-connected layer and map the vector of real-valued scores to a vector of
probability values between zero and one that sum to one.
[0079] Read access engine 536 may provide read access to state buffer 522 for a read access requesting device
including, for example, computing engine 524 and post-processor 528. Write access engine 538 may provide write
access to state buffer 522 for a write access requesting device including, for example, post-processor 528. Each of read
access engine 536 and write access engine 538 may convert a sequential series of access operations (e.g., multiple
read or write operations across multiple clock cycles) to a single access operation to reduce power and reduce wait
latency. Each of read access engine 536 and write access engine 538 may be organized based on state buffer 522. For
example, each of read access engine 536 and write access engine 538 may include multiple sub-engines corresponding
to multiple SRAM banks of state buffer 522, with each sub-engine providing access to a corresponding SRAM bank. A
sub-engine of read access engine 536 may convert a sequential series of read access operations to a corresponding
SRAM bank for multiple data elements (e.g., by a row of computing engine 524 or by post-processor 528) to a single
read access for the multiple data elements. A sub-engine of write access engine 538 may also convert a sequential
series of write accesses for storing multiple data elements at the corresponding SRAM bank (e.g., by post-processor
528) to a single write access for the multiple data elements.
[0080] Neural network, such as deep neural networks or convolutional neural network may include thousands or more
of processing nodes and millions or more of parameters. These parameters may use a large memory space. For example,
the original AlexNet may use a memory space of over 200 MB in 32-bit floating point (FP32) format. Almost all of the
200 MB is taken up by the weights for the connections between nodes. In general, the weights are arranged in large
groups, where each group may include weights for one layer, and the weights within each group may be within a certain
range, such as, for example, -3.0 to 6.0. Because these weights generally are slightly different floating point numbers,
compression techniques, such as zip, Lemple-Ziv, or Huffman algorithm, may not compress them well.
[0081] As discussed above, neural network training is generally done by applying small adjustments to the weights,
and such small adjustments typically need floating point precision to work. There have been some experiments attempting
to perform training at lower precision, but the results seem to indicate that one needs more than eight bits to handle the
back propagation and gradients of the training process. Taking a pre-trained model and running inference, on the other
hand, may not need such high accuracy due to the unique characteristics of deep neural networks, which may be trained
to handle noises in the inputs, such as, for example, CCD noises, lighting changes, or other lower level differences
between the inputs and the training examples, and to focus on higher level similarities. Thus, the pre-trained neural
network may treat the low-precision calculations as a type of noise, and produce accurate results even with less accurate
numbers. Therefore, using quantized values for the inference may not affect the final results. In addition, there may be
many known or pre-trained models with parameters in FP32 data format that can be used without having to perform the
training process again. Thus, converting the parameters for these known or pre-trained network to less accurate integers,
such as 8-bit unsigned integers (INT8), may enable faster and more cost-effective computation.
[0082] One way to reduce the data size of the parameters for a neural network is to quantize the parameters in floating
point format to shorter integers, such as 8-bit (i.e., one-byte) integers. For example, quantizing FP32 numbers to 8-bit
integers can reduce the data size to 25% of the original data size. It is generally desirable that the number of bits in each
integer be a multiple of 8 (i.e., byte-aligned) for easy management and storage efficiency. In some implementations, the
quantization and data size reduction may be achieved by symmetrical linear quantization of the floating point values.
For example, if the parameters are within the range of -3.0 to 6.0, to quantize the parameters to, for example, 8-bit
integers, floating point number -6.0 may be quantized to signed integer -128, floating point number 6.0 may be quantized
to integer +127, and floating point number 0 may be quantized to integer 0. Constraining the minimum and maximum
for the parameter range such that the minimum is always the negative of the maximum may be convenient for the
implementation because it may avoid an offset to the operands of matrix multiplication. However, symmetrical quantization
may cause unacceptable loss of accuracy for at least some neural networks. For example, in symmetrical quantization,
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if the range of the network parameters is not symmetrical, integers in a lower or upper range may never be used and
the quantization resolution may be reduced.
[0083] In some implementations, the quantization and data size reduction may be achieved by storing the minimum
and maximum values of the network parameters for each layer, and then asymmetrically quantizing each float point
value to a closest integer (e.g., a 8-bit integer) in a linear set of integers within a range (e.g., 0-255 for 8-bit unsigned
integers), where the lowest value in the range may correspond to the minimum value of the parameters for each layer
and the highest value in the range may correspond to the maximum value of the parameters for each layer. For example,
if the parameters are within the range of -3.0 to 6.0, a quantized integer 0 may represent floating point number -3.0, a
quantized integer 255 would represent floating point number 6.0, and a quantized integer 128 may represent a floating
point number around 1.5. In this way, the full range of the integers may be utilized and the quantization resolution may
be improved over the symmetrical quantization.
[0084] The quantization of the network parameters can also reduce the computational resources for inference by
performing the computation in, for example, 8-bit integers. For example, fetching 8-bit values may only use 25% of the
memory bandwidth used for FP32 values, and thus the cache may be better utilized and the bottleneck on RAM access
may be avoided. Single instruction multiple data (SIMD) operations may also be performed using 8-bit integers to perform
many operations per clock cycle. Many processors, such as digital signal processors or vector processors, can be used
to perform the inference using 8-bit integer parameters. Thus, using 8-bit parameters for the calculation may accelerate
the inference, use less power, and enable the inference to be performed on systems with less storage and computation
capacity (e.g., mobile devices or embedded systems) or systems not suitable for performing floating point arithmetic
efficiently.
[0085] The quantized values may be used when large quantities of low-precision arithmetic are acceptable (e.g.
convolution). However, for some operations, such as activation functions or pooling functions, high-precision arithmetic
may be preferred. Thus, de-quantized values may need to be used for some operations. Therefore, in some implemen-
tations, data used for the convolution or matrix multiplication, such as weights and feature maps, may be encoded into
quantized values, and the inputs to the activation/pooling layers may need to be converted back to de-quantized values.
[0086] FIG. 7A illustrates an example convolution operation 700 using floating point numbers. Convolution operation
700 may start at block 710 where inputs, such as weights and test samples that are represented by floating point values
may be received at the input of the convolution layer. The floating point inputs may then be used for the convolution or
other matrix multiplication, for example, using apparatus 500 of FIG. 5 or computing engine 600 of FIG. 6. The outputs
of the convolution or other matrix multiplication, such as the partial weighted sums, may also be in floating point format,
and may be sent to an output buffer (e.g., output buffer 526) for further processing by an activation engine and/or a
pooling engine. As described above, the activation engine and/or the pooling engine may perform high-precision floating
point arithmetic. As described above, such operations may require large memory space, high bus bandwidth, and high
floating point computation power.
[0087] FIG. 7B illustrates an example convolution operation 740 using integer numbers. Convolution operation 740
may be performed more efficiently using less resources than convolution operation 700. As in convolution operation
700, inputs, such as weights and test samples, that are represented by floating point values may be received at the input
of the convolution layer at block 710. The minimum and maximum values may be pre-calculated. For example, the
weights are generally known at load time and their ranges can be stored as constants together with the weights. In some
cases, the inputs to the convolution layer (e.g., inputs for images are usually RGB values within the range of 0.0 to 255.0)
and the outputs of many activation functions may have known ranges too, and thus it may not be necessary to analyze
the inputs to a convolution layer to determine the range. The minimum and maximum values of the inputs, for example,
the inputs that are the outputs of the previous layer, may not be known and may be determined at blocks 742 and 744.
For example, the sum of two 8-bit numbers may have 9 bits, the product of two 8-bit numbers may have 16 bits, the
sum of a series of 8-bit multiplications in the matrix multiplication may have more than 16 bits, such as 20 to 32 bits.
[0088] At block 750, the floating point inputs may be quantized to signed or unsigned integers, such as 8-bit signed
integers (INT8), 8-bit unsigned integers (UINT8), 16-bit signed integers (INT16), or 16-bit unsigned integers (UINT16).
The quantization may be symmetrical or asymmetrical linear quantization as described above and in more detail below,
based on the minimum and maximum values determined at, for example, blocks 742 and 744. At block 760, the convolution
or other matrix multiplication may be performed using the quantized integers. As discussed above, the convolution or
other matrix multiplication may be performed more efficiently using the quantized integers and may be performed using
less resources. At block 770, the integer outputs of the convolution may be de-quantized based on the minimum and
maximum values so that the floating point outputs at block 730 may be used by a subsequent layer (e.g., an activation
layer) that may require floating point operations.
[0089] The quantization may be performed based on a transformation that converts real values to integer values (and
vice versa for de-quantization). Example transformations that can be used for the quantization include: 
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and 

where Xq is the quantized integer value, X is the FP32 real value, SX is a positive FP32 number used for scaling (i.e.,
the scaling factor). In many situations, it may be desirable that the FP32 real value 0 can be exactly represented by a
quantized integer value for optimized implementations. For instance, as described above, in a convolution or pooling
layer, it may be useful to implement zero-padding. In many cases, the matrix (e.g., a feature map) may be a sparse
matrix that may include many real value 0s. In order for the quantized implementation of such layers to be feasible, it
may be desirable that the real value 0 be exactly representable (i.e., with no quantization error for the real value 0) by
a quantized number referred to as a zero-point integer. In addition, a common optimization in CNNs is to skip certain
padding computations that are known to be zero. This may only be possible if zero is exactly representable. If real value
0 is not exactly representable by a quantized integer, i.e., the zero-point integer does not correspond to the real value
0 exactly, inaccuracy may be introduced in the result because the real value 0 is usually not randomly distributed and
thus the quantization errors may not have a zero average value, and may introduce bias in the result.
[0090] In equation (11), for X to be 0, the zero-point integer would be Xqz = -Bias/SX. Thus, -Bias/SX needs to be an
integer for Xqz to be an integer, which may not be easily satisfied. In some implementations, the bias may be dropped,
which may result in symmetrical quantization. As described above, symmetrical quantization may cause unacceptable
loss of accuracy for at least some neural networks.
[0091] In equation (12), for X = 0, SX can be any value and Bias can be the zero-point integer Xqz. Thus, with equation
(12), the condition that real value 0 be exactly representable can be easily satisfied, where the zero-point integer is an
integer value by definition. Therefore, equation (12) can be rewritten as: 

[0092] For example, if the range of X is [-0.5, 3.5), SX may be equal to 1/64, and Xqz may be equal to 32, which may
lead to: Xq = 32 + (64 · (-0.5)) = 0 for X =-0.5, Xq = 32 + 64 · 0 = 32 = Xqz for X = 0, and Xq = 32 + 64 · 3.499 = 255 for
X = 3.499. It is noted that the transformation defined by equation (12) or (13) is asymmetric because it does not assume
that the range of the floating point inputs is symmetric with respect to real value 0 (i.e., bound by -max and max). It is
also noted that 8-bit unsigned integers (UINT8) (instead of signed integers) can be used to represent the FP32 inputs
using the transformation defined by equation (12) or (13).
[0093] The product matrix resulted from the multiplication of weight matrix W and input data (e.g., feature map) matrixX
may be determined by: 

[0094] It is noted that even though matrix X and matrix W shown in equation (14) are 232 matrices, the sizes of matrix
X and matrix W may vary. For example, matrix X may be any M3N matrix, and matrix W may be any N3K matrix. With
the transformation from floating point real values X to quantized integer values Xq as described above, the multiplication
of matrices in real value floating point numbers may be calculated by the multiplication of matrices of quantized input
values using a quantized weight matrix, a quantized feature map matrix, two zero-point integers Xqz (for the feature
map) and Wqz (for the weight matrix), and 2 floating point scaling factors SX (for the feature map) and SW (for the weight
matrix).
[0095] For example, in some implementations, the matrix multiplication described in equation (14) may be performed
using the expanded form: 
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[0096] As shown by equation (15), even though the quantization process can reduce the data size for the weights and
the feature map and achieve more efficient computations because UINT8 computations are much faster than FP32
computations, the implementation shown by equation (15) includes four sums of products through quadratic expansion,
which may be complex and thus expensive to compute. For example, to perform the four sums of products using a PE
array as shown in FIG. 6, the data may need to pass through the PE array four times, where one sum of products may
be calculated in each pass. Thus, the implementation shown by equation (15) may not be as efficient as desired.
[0097] The multiplication of weight matrix W and input data (e.g., feature map) matrix X may be performed much more
efficiently without the quadratic expansion and in the form of: 

[0098] Thus, the matrix multiplication according to equation (16) is performed in three steps. In the first step, the
quantized inputs (e.g., the weights and the feature map) are shifted by subtracting the zero-point integer Xqz or Wqz from
the quantized inputs to generate difference values: 

and 

 where Xadj and Yadj may be 9-bit signed integers if the inputs are quantized to 8-bit unsigned integers. In this way, real
value 0 that is quantized to integer value Xqz or Wqz may become integer value 0 in the 9-bit signed integer format
because Xqz - Xqz = 0 and Wqz - Wqz = 0. This may further simplify the subsequent multiplication because, as described
above, the feature map may be a sparse matrix that includes many real value 0s or may include many padded 0s, and
any multiplication with 0 will yield 0.
[0099] In the second step, the shifted quantized inputs Xadj and Yadj generated in the first step are multiplied and
accumulated according to: 

[0100] As described above, if Xq and Wq are 8-bit unsigned integers, Xadj and Yadj may be 9-bit signed integers. Thus,
the multiplication may be performed on 9-bit signed integers, and the product of each multiplication may be represented
by, for example, an 18-bit integer. The sum Z of the products may be represented by, for example, a 32-bit integer.
[0101] In the third step, the sum Z of the products from the second step may be scaled by a floating point scaling factor
SXSW to convert the integer sum of products into a floating point number: 
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Thus, compared with the implementation using equation (15), only one sum of products, rather than four sums of products,
may be calculated for the matrix multiplication, and thus may be performed by a PE array in a single pass.
[0102] As described above, the shifted quantized inputs Xadj and Yadj may be represented by 9-bit signed integer
(INT9) and thus the multiplication may be done using INT9 operands, where 9 is not a power of 2. Storage and man-
agement of data-types with a number of bits that is not a power of 2 in memory may not be very efficient. Storing the
INT9 data in 16-bit format may waste memory space. The quantized inputs Xq and Wq may be saved in and retrieved
from the memory in the UINT8 format. A pre-processing module that includes subtraction engines may be used to shift
the quantized inputs Xq and Wq by subtracting the zero-point integer Xqz or Wqz from the quantized inputs according to
equations (17) and (18) before the matrix multiplication. The results of the matrix multiplication using the shifted quantized
inputs Xadj and Yadj may be scaled by a floating point scaling factor SXSW to convert the results of the matrix multiplication
to the more precise real value in floating point format as inputs to a subsequent layer.
[0103] FIG. 8 illustrates an example convolution operation 800 using integer numbers. As in the convolution of FIG.
7B, inputs to a convolution layer, such as weights and test samples or intermediate feature maps, that are represented
by floating point values may be received at block 810. The minimum and maximum values of the inputs, such as inputs
that are the outputs of the previous layer, may not be known in advance and may be determined at block 812 and 814.
The minimum and maximum values may be pre-calculated. For example, the weights for the neural network are generally
known at the load time and their ranges can be stored as constants together with the weights. In some cases, the input
data (e.g., images represented by RGB values in the range of 0.0 to 255.0) and the outputs of many activation functions
may have known ranges too, and thus it may not be necessary to analyze the inputs to determine the range.
[0104] At block 820, the floating point inputs may be quantized to signed or unsigned integers, such as 8-bit unsigned
integers (UINT8), 8-bit signed integers (INT8), 16-bit signed integers (INT16), or 16-bit unsigned integers (UINT16). The
quantization may be asymmetrical linear quantization as described above with respect to equation (12) or (13) based
on the minimum and maximum values determined at, for example, blocks 812 and 814. The quantized inputs may be
stored in memory 825, which may be an on-chip state buffer or an off-chip memory. Memory 825 may also store the
scaling factors (e.g., SX and SW) and the zero-point integers (e.g., Xqz and Wqz).
[0105] At block 830, the quantized inputs may be read from memory 825 and pre-processed by subtracting the zero-
point integer from the quantized inputs to generate difference values as described above with respect to equations (17)
and (18). As also described above, subtracting the zero-point integer from the quantized inputs may shift the quantized
inputs and convert the quantized inputs into difference values in, for example, 9-bit signed integers. After the pre-
processing, real value 0 that is quantized to an integer value (i.e., the zero-point integer) may become integer value 0
in the 9-bit signed integer format, which may simplify the subsequent multiplication because the input data (e.g., a feature
map) may be a sparse matrix that includes many real value 0s or may include many padded 0s, and any multiplication
with 0 will yield 0.
[0106] At block 840, the convolution or other matrix multiplication may be performed using the shifted quantized
integers (e.g., the difference values) as described above with respect to equation (19). As also discussed above, the
convolution or other matrix multiplication may be performed more efficiently using the quantized integers and may be
performed using less resources. It is noted that the convolution may be performed using, for example, 9-bit signed
integers, rather than 8-bit unsigned integers, and thus the multiply and accumulate (MAC) hardware (e.g., the processing
elements) used in some implementations may be slightly different from the MAC hardware used for 8-bit unsigned
integers.
[0107] At block 850, the integer outputs of the convolution or other matrix multiplication (i.e., the sums of products)
may be scaled by a scaling factor (e.g., SXSW) to convert to more precise real values in floating point format as described
above with respect to equation (20). The floating point outputs at block 860 may be used as input to a subsequent layer
(e.g., an activation layer) that may require floating point operations.
[0108] In various implementations, the above described convolution operation or matrix multiplication may be per-
formed in hardware, software, or a combination of software and hardware. For example, in some implementations, the
above described convolution operation or matrix multiplication may be implemented in software that may be executed
by, for example, a parallel processing unit, a vector processor, a digital signal processor, a graphic processing unit, a
tensor processing unit, a network processing unit, an FPGA, an ASIC, etc. In some implementations, the above described
convolution operation or matrix multiplication may be implemented using an apparatus similar to apparatus 500 or a
computing engine similar to computing engine 600 with some modifications.
[0109] FIG. 9 illustrates a simplified example computing engine 900 for performing an example convolution operation
(e.g., convolution operation 800). Computing engine 900 may be a specific implementation of computing engine 524
and may be similar to computing engine 600 with some modifications. Computing engine 900 may include an M3N
array of PEs with N PEs in each of the M rows and M PEs in each of the N columns. Each row may also include a
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subtraction engine 930a, 930b, 930c, ..., or 930d that takes quantized inputs (e.g., in UNIT8 format) and zero-point
integers (e.g., in UNIT8 format) from a memory or a buffer. For example, the inputs to the subtraction engine may include
an 8-bit weight Wq 934, an 8-bit input data element Xq 932 (e.g., a pixel of an image or a feature map), an 8-bit zero-
point integer Wqz 936 for the weights, and an 8-bit zero-point integer Xqz 938 for the input data elements. Zero-point
integer Wqz 936 and zero-point integer Xqz 938 may be determined based on the range of the weights and the range of
the input data elements, respectively, as described above with respect to, for example, equations (12) and (13). In some
implementations, Xqz 938 and Wqz 936 may be programmable by software. The subtraction engine may subtract zero-
point integer Wqz 936 from weight Wq 934 to generate a shifted weight Wq_shift 944 (e.g., a difference value) in INT9
format within the range of [-255, 255], and subtract zero-point integer Xqz 938 from input data element Xq 932 to generate
a shifted input data element Xq_shlft 942 in INT9 format. The subtraction engine may pass the shifted weight Wq_shift 944
in INT9 format and the shifted input data element Xq_shift 942 in INT9 format to a first PE 920a, 920b, 920c, ..., or 920d
in each row. The subtraction engine may also pass Wqz 936 and Xqz 938 to the subtraction engine on the next row.
[0110] Each PE may include a row input bus 922, a column input bus 924, a column output bus 926, and a row output
bus 928. A PE may receive inputs from a preceding PE (on the left) in the same row (or from a subtraction engine) via
row input bus 922. The inputs may be integers, such as 8-bit integers. The PE may also receive inputs from a preceding
PE (on top) in the same column (or from external circuitry) via column input bus 924. The inputs may be integers that
each include 8 or more bits. The PE may perform integer arithmetic operations (e.g., multiply and accumulate (MAC))
based on the inputs (e.g., 9-bit signed integers), and transmit the result of the arithmetic operations to a subsequent
(lower) PE in the same column (or to external circuitry such as a buffer) via column output bus 926. The PE may also
forward the inputs to a subsequent PE (to the right) in the same row, via row output bus 928.
[0111] Each row of computing engine 900 may process one input data set comprising multiple input data elements,
whereas each column of computing engine 900 may generate a weighted sum of input data elements from different
input data sets. For example, when computing engine 900 is to process M input pixel groups 910, 912, 914, .., and 916,
a first row may receive input data elements of pixel group 910, a second row may receive input data elements of input
pixel group 912, a third row may receive input data elements of input pixel group 914, ... , and an Mth row may receive
input data elements of input group 916. Each PE may include a multiplier 923 that would handle an input data element
(e.g., an input pixel in 9-bit signed integer format) and a weight (e.g., in INT9 format) at a time. For example, a PE may
receive an input data element and a weight (e.g., from row input bus 922) and generate, using multiplier 923, a multi-
plication product to represent a weighted input data element. The weight may be an element of a convolution kernel
(i.e., filter) or a weight of a connection between nodes on two layers of a fully-connected layer. In addition, the PE may
also receive a partial weighted sum from the preceding PE in the same column (e.g., from column input bus 924). The
partial weighted sum represents the weighted sum of input data elements of input data sets received by PEs on rows
above the PE. The PE may include an adder 925 that may add the weighted input data element to the partial weighted
sum, and pass the updated partial weighted sum to the PE below (e.g., through column output bus 926). The PEs at
the bottom row (e.g., PE 920d) may generate a weighted sum of input data elements received by all PEs on the same
column.
[0112] The operations of each PE of computing engine 900 may be synchronized to a clock signal to improve the
interoperability between computing engine 900 and other components of the neural network processor (e.g., neural
network processor 902). Each PE may also include sequential logic circuitries (e.g., registers, latches, state machines,
etc.) to store input data, weights, and output data for the adder and multiplier circuitry, and to synchronize the flow of
the data into and out of the circuitry. The sequential logic circuitry of each PE can be clocked by either the same clock
signal or a replica of the clock signal, such that data may be shifted into and/or out of the PE sequentially during the
clock cycles. For example, in a first clock cycle, a PE 920b of the second row may receive a first input data element of
pixel group 912 as well as a partial sum comprising a weighted first input data element of pixel group 910 from PE 920a
of the first row. Within the first clock cycle, a PE 920b may multiply the input data element with a weight, add the
multiplication product to the partial sum to generate an updated partial sum, and store the updated partial sum in an
internal register. In the second clock cycle, PE 920b may forward the updated partial sum to a PE 920c on the third row
below, which may perform the multiplication and accumulation to generate an updated partial sum. In the third clock
cycle, PE 920c may forward the updated partial sum to a next PE on the fourth row below, which may perform the
multiplication and accumulation to generate an updated partial sum. The updated partial sum may be propagated down
along each column until it is output by PE 920d on the Mth row at the Mth clock cycle to an output buffer 940.
[0113] In some implementations, the partial sums from output buffer 940 may be scaled by an activation engine (e.g.,
activation engine 528a) or a pooling engine (e.g., pooling engine 528b) using a scaling factor, such as SXSW, to convert
to more precise real values in floating point format for use by a subsequent layer.
[0114] Several benefits may be achieved by performing the matrix multiplication in the factored form as shown in
equation (16) and using subtraction engines in front of the PE array to shift the unsigned integer inputs to generate
difference values. For example, the input data (e.g., weights and pixel values in images or feature maps) may be stored
in the memory in UINT8 format, which may allow easier hardware design and efficient storage and management than
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data in the INT9 format. The software may handle data in 8-bit format and may be unaware of the 9-bit arithmetic
operations, which may allow for easier software design than addressing memory that holds data in 9-bit format. A real
value 0 that is quantized asymmetrically to a non-zero unsigned integer (i.e., zero-point integer) with no quantization
error may be converted to a signed integer value 0 by the subtraction engine before the multiplication, which may simplify
the subsequent multiplication. Each matrix multiplication and de-quantization may be performed in a single pass using
a PE array.
[0115] Performing 9-bit arithmetic operations may have minimum impact on the hardware in terms of the silicon area
and operating frequency compared with arithmetic operations using 8-bit unsigned integers. For example, if the silicon
area (or price) for computing a UINT8 multiplication and summation is A, the silicon area (or price) for computing a
UINT16 multiplication and summation may be about 4A, the silicon area (or price) for computing a UINT32 multiplication
and summation may be about 16A, while the silicon area (or price) for computing a FP32 multiplication and summation
may be about 20A. Arithmetic operations using INT9 operands may be achievable with minimum extra hardware (e.g.,
about 1.05A) compared with arithmetic operations using UINT8 operands. Thus, compared with the matrix multiplication
using FP32 operands, matrix multiplication using the techniques disclosed herein can reduce the cost of computation
by a factor of about 19 (i.e., 20A/1.05A).
[0116] FIG. 10 is a simplified flow chart 1000 illustrating an example method of accelerating computation in an artificial
neural network. The example method may be implemented using systems described above, such as, for example, a
GPU, a TPU, a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), a system-on-chip (SoC), an application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC), a programmable array logic (PAL), a complex programmable logic device (CPLD), neural network processor
502, computing engine 524 or 900, or a general purpose computer with instruction code. The instruction code may be
stored on a non-transitory storage medium (e.g., on a memory device). The method presented in FIG. 10 and described
below is intended to be illustrative and non-limiting.
[0117] Optionally, at block 1010, floating point inputs to a layer (e.g., a convolution layer) of an artificial neural network
may be received. The floating point inputs may include weights and/or input data elements for the layer of the artificial
neural network. For example, the weights may be weights of a pre-trained neural network. The input data elements may
include, for example, an image to be analyzed by the neural network or a feature map generated by a preceding layer
in the neural network. The floating point inputs may be in, for example, 32-bit floating point format.
[0118] Optionally, at block 1020, the floating point inputs may be linearly quantized into n-bit integer inputs, where n
may be a power of 2 or a multiple of 8, such as 8 or 16. The quantization may be asymmetrical, where a minimum value
of the floating point inputs may be quantized as integer zero, a maximum value of the floating point inputs may be
quantized as 2n-1, and a zero value of the floating point inputs may be quantized as a zero-point integer value without
any quantization error. The quantization may be based on a scaling factor and a bias (e.g., the zero-point integer) using,
for example, equation (12) or (13). For example, if n = 8 and the inputs (e.g., the weights) are within a range of -0.5 to
3.5, the minimum value (floating point number -0.5) of the inputs may be quantized as integer 0, the maximum value
(floating point number 3.5) of the inputs may be quantized as integer 255, and the floating point value 0 may be quantized
as integer 32 (i.e., the zero-point integer). Thus, if the range of the floating point inputs is not symmetrical with respect
to floating point zero, the range of the quantized integer inputs may not be symmetrical with respect to the zero-point
integer. The weights for the layer and the input data elements may have different ranges and thus may be quantized
independently based on their corresponding ranges. Therefore, the zero-point integer for the weights may be different
from the zero-point integer for the input data elements, and the scaling factor for the weights may be different from the
scaling factor for the input data elements.
[0119] Optionally, at block 1030, the integer inputs may be stored in a storage device, such as a buffer or a volatile
or non-volatile memory device. Because the floating point inputs (e.g., 32-bit or 4-byte floating point values) are quantized
as, for example, 8-bit unsigned integers, the size of the storage space for storing the integer inputs may be reduced
significantly. As described above, because the number of bits in each integer input is a power of 2 or a multiple of 8,
such as 8 or 16, the integer inputs may be more efficiently stored in the storage device and may be more easily managed
by software.
[0120] At block 1040, the convolution layer may read the integer inputs from the storage device. Because the integer
inputs have a much smaller data size compared with the floating point inputs, the amount of data to be read from the
storage device and the bandwidth used to transfer the data may be significantly reduced.
[0121] At block 1050, the integer inputs may be shifted by the zero-point integer such that the zero value of the floating
point inputs, which is quantized to the zero-point integer, is now represented by integer zero. The shifting is performed
by an array of subtraction engines configured to subtract the zero-point integer from the integer inputs to generate
difference values as described with respect to FIG. 9. After the shifting, the integer inputs may be converted to signed
integers with one more bit. For example, if the integer inputs are 8-bit unsigned integers, the shifted integer inputs may
be 9-bit signed integers. For example, in the example described with respect to block 1020, after the shifting, floating
point number - 0.5 that is quantized as integer 0 may be represented by signed integer -32, floating point number 3.0
that is quantized as integer 255 may be represented by signed integer 223, and the floating point value 0 that is quantized
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as integer 32 (i.e., the zero-point integer value) may now be represented by signed integer 0.
[0122] At block 1060, multiplication and summation operations may be performed on the shifted integer inputs to
generate a sum of products. As described above with respect to FIG. 9, in some implementations, the multiplication and
summation operations may be performed by a PE array that includes a plurality of rows, where each row of PEs may
receive the shifted integer inputs from a corresponding subtraction engine. Each PE may be configured to perform an
integer multiplication and summation, where the products of the multiplications from the PEs in a same column may be
summed to generate the sum of products.
[0123] At block 1070, the sum of products may be scaled by a floating point scaling factor to generate a floating point
output that may be used by a subsequent layer for further processing. For example, the floating point output may be
part of a feature map that may be further processed by an activation layer or another convolution layer. The scaling may
be performed at, for example, an activation layer, a pooling layer, or any other processing module of the artificial neural
network than can perform a floating point multiplication. The floating point scaling factor may be a product of the scaling
factor for the weights and the scaling factor for the input data elements as shown in equation (20).
[0124] Even though FIG. 10 describes the example methods as sequential operations, some of the operations may
be performed in parallel or concurrently. Some operations may be performed in a different order. An operation may have
additional steps not included in the figure. Some operations may be optional. Some operations may be performed
together with another operation. Furthermore, the methods may be implemented in hardware, software, firmware, mid-
dleware, microcode, hardware description languages, or any combination thereof.
[0125] In some implementations, techniques disclosed above can also be used to perform convolution operation or
matrix multiplication in systems other than artificial neural network. For example, the technique disclosed herein can be
used for convolution operations in image processing without using a neural network.
[0126] In some implementations, techniques disclosed above can be used to reduce the storage space, transportation
bandwidth, and computing power used to perform convolution operations or other matrix multiplications for data in high-
precision format, such as 16-bit, 32-bit, 64-bit, or more floating point or decimal point data, or 16-bit, 32-bit, 64-bit or
more integer data. In some implementations, the data in high-precision data can be quantized to a low-precision data,
such as, for example, 16-bit floating point data or 16-bit or 8-bit integer data. The high-precision data and low-precision
data may represent data in the same range but in different precisions or resolutions. For example, when 16-bit data is
used to represent values between 0.0 to 1.0, the precision or resolution may be 2-16, while the precision or resolution
of 8-bit data that represents values between 0.0 to 1 is 2-8. As discussed above, in neural network, high-precision data
may be used for training, while low-precision data may be sufficient for at least some operations during inference. In
various implementations, the number of bit in each element of the low-precision data may be a multiple of 8 (e.g., byte-
aligned) such that the low-precision data can be more efficiently stored in a storage device and managed by a controller
or software.
[0127] FIG. 11 illustrates an example of a computing device 1100. Functionality and/or several components of the
computing device 1100 may be used. A computing device 1100 may perform computations to facilitate processing of a
task. As an illustrative example, computing device 1100 can be part of a server in a multi-tenant compute service system.
Various hardware and software resources of computing device 1100 (e.g., the hardware and software resources asso-
ciated with provision of an image recognition service) can be allocated to a client upon request.
[0128] In one example, the computing device 1100 may include processing logic 1102, a bus interface module 1108,
memory 1110, and a network interface module 1112. These modules may be hardware modules, software modules, or
a combination of hardware and software. In certain instances, modules may be interchangeably used with components
or engines. The computing device 1100 may include additional modules, not illustrated here. In some implementations,
the computing device 1100 may include fewer modules. In some implementations, one or more of the modules may be
combined into one module. One or more of the modules may be in communication with each other over a communication
channel 1114. The communication channel 1114 may include one or more busses, meshes, matrices, fabrics, a com-
bination of these communication channels, or some other suitable communication channel.
[0129] The processing logic 1102 may include one or more integrated circuits, which may include application specific
integrated circuits (ASICs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), systems-on-chip (SoCs), network processing units
(NPUs), processors configured to execute instructions or any other circuitry configured to perform logical arithmetic and
floating point operations. Examples of processors that may be included in the processing logic 1102 may include proc-
essors developed by ARM®, MIPS®, AMD®, Intel®, Qualcomm®, and the like. In certain implementations, processors
may include multiple processing cores, wherein each processing core may be configured to execute instructions inde-
pendently of the other processing cores. Furthermore, in certain implementations, each processor or processing core
may implement multiple processing threads executing instructions on the same processor or processing core, while
maintaining logical separation between the multiple processing threads. Such processing threads executing on the
processor or processing core may be exposed to software as separate logical processors or processing cores. In some
implementations, multiple processors, processing cores or processing threads executing on the same core may share
certain resources, such as for example busses, level 1 (L1) caches, and/or level 2 (L2) caches. The instructions executed
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by the processing logic 1102 may be stored on a computer-readable storage medium, for example, in the form of a
computer program. The computer-readable storage medium may be non-transitory. In some cases, the computer-
readable medium may be part of the memory 1110. Processing logic 1102 may also include hardware circuities for
performing artificial neural network computation including, for example, Neural network processor 302, etc.
[0130] The access to processing logic 1102 can be granted to a client to provide the personal assistant service
requested by the client. For example, computing device 1100 may host a virtual machine, on which an image recognition
software application can be executed. The image recognition software application, upon execution, may access process-
ing logic 1102 to predict, for example, an object included in an image. As another example, access to processing logic
1102 can also be granted as part of bare-metal instance, in which an image recognition software application executing
on a client device (e.g., a remote computer, a smart phone, etc.) can directly access processing logic 1102 to perform
the recognition of an image.
[0131] The memory 1110 may include either volatile or non-volatile, or both volatile and non-volatile types of memory.
The memory 1110 may, for example, include random access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), Electrically
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM), flash memory, and/or some other suitable storage media. In
some cases, some or all of the memory 1110 may be internal to the computing device 1100, while in other cases some
or all of the memory may be external to the computing device 1100. The memory 1110 may store an operating system
comprising executable instructions that, when executed by the processing logic 1102, provides the execution environment
for executing instructions providing networking functionality for the computing device 1100. The memory 1110 may also
store, for example, software applications for performing artificial neural network computation. For example, memory
1110 may store software routines related to the computations of equations above. In a case where processing logic
1102 is in the form of FPGA, memory 1110 may store netlists data representing various logic circuit components of
processing logic 1102.
[0132] The bus interface module 1108 may enable communication with external entities, such as a host device and/or
other components in a computing system, over an external communication medium. The bus interface module 1108
may include a physical interface for connecting to a cable, socket, port, or other connection to the external communication
medium. The bus interface module 1108 may further include hardware and/or software to manage incoming and outgoing
transactions. The bus interface module 1108 may implement a local bus protocol, such as Peripheral Component
Interconnect (PCI) based protocols, Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe), Advanced Host Controller Interface (AHCI),
Small Computer System Interface (SCSI), Serial Attached SCSI (SAS), Serial AT Attachment (SATA), Parallel ATA
(PATA), some other standard bus protocol, or a proprietary bus protocol. The bus interface module 1108 may include
the physical layer for any of these bus protocols, including a connector, power management, and error handling, among
other things. In some implementations, the computing device 1100 may include multiple bus interface modules for
communicating with multiple external entities. These multiple bus interface modules may implement the same local bus
protocol, different local bus protocols, or a combination of the same and different bus protocols.
[0133] The network interface module 1112 may include hardware and/or software for communicating with a network.
This network interface module 1112 may, for example, include physical connectors or physical ports for wired connection
to a network, and/or antennas for wireless communication to a network. The network interface module 1112 may further
include hardware and/or software configured to implement a network protocol stack. The network interface module 1112
may communicate with the network using a network protocol, such as for example TCP/IP, Infiniband, RoCE, Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 wireless protocols, User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM), token ring, frame relay, High Level Data Link Control (HDLC), Fiber Distributed Data Interface
(FDDI), and/or Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), among others. In some implementations, the computing device 1100 may
include multiple network interface modules, each configured to communicate with a different network. For example, in
these implementations, the computing device 1100 may include a network interface module for communicating with a
wired Ethernet network, a wireless 802.11 network, a cellular network, an Infiniband network, etc. Computing device
1100 may receive a set of parameters, such as the aforementioned weight vectors for generation of forget gate factor,
input factor, output factor, etc. from a server through network interface module 1112.
[0134] The various components and modules of the computing device 1100, described above, may be implemented
as discrete components, as a System on a Chip (SoC), as an ASIC, as an NPU, as an FPGA, or any combination thereof.
The SoC or other component may be communicatively coupled to another computing system to provide various services
such as traffic monitoring, traffic shaping, computing, etc. The SoC or other component may include multiple subsystems
as disclosed herein.
[0135] The modules described herein may be software modules, hardware modules or a suitable combination thereof.
If the modules are software modules, the modules can be embodied on a non-transitory computer readable medium
and processed by a processor in any of the computer systems described herein. It should be noted that the described
processes and architectures can be performed either in real-time or in an asynchronous mode prior to any user interaction.
The modules may be configured in the manner suggested in FIG. 11, and/or functions described herein can be provided
by one or more modules that exist as separate modules and/or module functions described herein can be spread over
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multiple modules.
[0136] The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.
[0137] Various embodiments of this disclosure are described herein, including the best mode known to the inventors
for carrying out the disclosure. Variations of those embodiments may become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the
art upon reading the foregoing description.

Claims

1. An apparatus for accelerating the quantized computation of an artificial neural network comprising:

a storage device configured to store low-precision inputs to be used in a convolution operation, wherein the
low-precision inputs are generated from high-precision inputs using asymmetrical quantization to unsigned
integers, wherein the high-precision inputs comprise weights (934, 936) and input data elements (932, 938) for
a layer of an artificial neural network, and the weights and the input data elements are quantized to integer
numbers;
an array of subtraction engines (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d) configured to receive the low-precision inputs (932,
934, 936, 938) from the storage device and subtract a low-precision value representing a high-precision zero
value from the low-precision inputs, thereby creating difference values (942, 944), wherein the low-precision
value representing the high-precision zero value is a zero-point integer, wherein the difference values are
provided to a systolic array which includes a two-dimensional array of processing elements PE, wherein the
array of subtraction engines (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d) is configured to subtract from low-precision inputs cor-
responding to both the weights and the input data elements to create difference values according to the formulas: 

and 

in which Xqz is a zero point integer for the input data elements, Wqz is a zero point integer for the weights, Xq
is a quantized integer number of an input data element, Wq is a quantized integer number of a corresponding
weight, and Xadj and Yadj are the created difference values obtained for the input data element Xq and the weight
Wq;
the processing element PE array configured to generate a sum Z of products using the difference values
according to the formula: 

, the PE array including a plurality of rows of processing elements, each row of processing elements (920a,
920b, 920c, 920d) configured to receive difference values from a corresponding subtraction engine (930a, 930b,
930c, 930d); and
a processing engine configured to scale the sum of products by a scaling factor to generate a high-precision
output.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein:
the low-precision inputs are stored in the storage device in an n-bit format; and n is a multiple of 8.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein:

the high-precision inputs comprise 32-bit floating point inputs;
the low-precision inputs comprise 8-bit unsigned integers; and
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the difference values comprise 9-bit signed integers.

4. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein, in the asymmetrical quantization:

a minimum value of the high-precision inputs is quantized as a zero value in the low-precision inputs;
a maximum value of the high-precision inputs is quantized as a maximum value in the low-precision inputs; and
a zero value of the high-precision inputs is quantized as the low-precision value representing the high-precision
zero value with no quantization error.

5. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein the apparatus comprises a field-programmable gate array FPGA,
a system-on-chip SoC, an application specific integrated circuit ASIC, a programmable array logic PAL, or a complex
programmable logic device CPLD.

6. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein the processing element array is configured to perform one set of
multiplications and summations using the difference values to generate the sum of products.

7. A computer-implemented method for accelerating the quantized computation of an artificial neural network, com-
prising:

receiving (1040), from a storage device by an array of subtraction engines (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d), low-
precision inputs to be used in a convolution operation, wherein the low-precision inputs are generated from
high-precision inputs using asymmetrical quantization to unsigned integers; wherein the high-precision inputs
comprise weights (934, 936) and input data elements (932, 938) for a layer of an artificial neural network, and
the weights and the input data elements are quantized to integer numbers;
subtracting (1050), by a subtraction engine of the array of subtraction engines, a low-precision value representing
a high-precision zero value from the low-precision inputs to create difference values, wherein the low-precision
value representing the high-precision zero value is an zero-point integer, wherein the difference values are
provided to a two-dimensional processing element PE array of a systolic array, wherein subtracting includes
subtracting from low-precision inputs corresponding to both the weights and the input data elements to create
difference values according to the formulas: 

and 

in which Xqz is a zero point integer for the input data elements, Wqz is a zero point integer for the weights, Xq
is a quantized integer number of an input data element, Wq is a quantized integer number of a corresponding
weight, and Xadj and Yadj are the created difference values obtained for the input data element Xq and the weight
Wq;
generating, by the processing element PE array, a sum Z of products using the difference values according to
the formula: 

, wherein the PE array includes a plurality of rows of processing elements, wherein each row of processing
elements (920a, 920b, 920c, 920d) receives difference values from a corresponding subtraction engine (930a,
930b, 930c, 930d); and
generating (1070), by a post-processing engine, a high-precision output by scaling the sum of products with a
scaling factor.
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8. The computer-implemented method of claim 7, wherein:

the high-precision inputs comprise 32-bit floating point inputs;
the low-precision inputs comprise 8-bit unsigned integers; and
the difference values comprise 9-bit signed integers.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 7 or 8, wherein, in the asymmetrical quantization:

a minimum value of the high-precision inputs is quantized as a zero value in the low-precision inputs;
a maximum value of the high-precision inputs is quantized as a maximum value in the low-precision inputs; and
a zero value of the high-precision inputs is quantized as the low-precision value representing the high-precision
zero value with no quantization error.

10. The computer-implemented method of any of claims 7-9, wherein the processing elements are configured to perform
low-precision multiplication and summation operations.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zur Beschleunigung der quantisierten Berechnung eines künstlichen neuronalen Netzes umfassend:

eine Speichervorrichtung, die so konfiguriert ist, dass sie niedrigpräzise in einer Faltungsoperation zu verwen-
dende Eingaben speichert, wobei die niedrigpräzisen Eingaben aus hochpräzisen Eingaben unter Verwendung
einer asymmetrischen Quantisierung auf vorzeichenlose ganze Zahlen erzeugt werden, wobei die hochpräzisen
Eingaben Gewichte (934, 936) und Eingabedatenelemente (932, 938) für eine Schicht eines künstlichen neu-
ronalen Netzes umfassen, und die Gewichte und die Eingabedatenelemente auf ganze Zahlen quantisiert sind;
ein Array von Subtraktionsmaschinen (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d), die so konfiguriert sind, dass sie die niedrig-
präzisen Eingaben (932, 934, 936, 938) von der Speichervorrichtung empfangen und einen niedrigpräzisen
Wert, der einen hochpräzisen Nullwert darstellt, von den niedrigpräzisen Eingaben subtrahieren, wodurch Dif-
ferenzwerte (942, 944) erzeugt werden, wobei der niedrigpräzise Wert, der den hochpräzisen Nullwert darstellt,
eine Nullpunkt-Ganzzahl ist, wobei die Differenzwerte einem systolischen Array zur Verfügung gestellt werden,
das ein zweidimensionales Array von Verarbeitungselementen PE enthält, wobei das Array von Subtraktions-
maschinen (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d) so konfiguriert ist, dass es von niedrigpräzisen Eingaben subtrahiert, die
sowohl den Gewichten als auch den Eingabedatenelementen entsprechen, um Differenzwerte gemäß den
Formeln zu erzeugen: 

und 

in denen Xqz eine Nullpunkt-Ganzzahl für die Eingabedatenelemente ist, Wqz eine Nullpunkt-Ganzzahl für die
Gewichte ist, Xq eine quantisierte Ganzzahl eines Eingabedatenelements ist, Wq eine quantisierte Ganzzahl
eines entsprechenden Gewichts ist, und Xadj sowie Yadj die erzeugten Differenzwerte sind, die für das Einga-
bedatenelement Xq und das Gewicht Wq erhalten werden;
wobei das Verarbeitungselement PE-Array so konfiguriert ist, dass es eine Summe Z von Produkten unter
Verwendung der Differenzwerte gemäß der Formel erzeugt: 

wobei das PE-Array eine Vielzahl von Reihen von Verarbeitungselementen enthält, wobei jede Reihe von
Verarbeitungselementen (920a, 920b, 920c, 920d) so konfiguriert ist, dass sie Differenzwerte von einer ent-
sprechenden Subtraktionsmaschine (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d) empfängt; und
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eine Verarbeitungsmaschine, die so konfiguriert ist, dass sie die Summe von Produkten mit einem Skalierungs-
faktor skaliert, um eine hochpräzise Ausgabe zu erzeugen.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

die niedrigpräzisen Eingaben in einem n-Bit-Format in der Speichervorrichtung gespeichert sind; und
n ein Vielfaches von 8 ist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei:

die hochpräzisen Eingaben 32-Bit-Gleitkommaeingaben umfassen;
die niedrigpräzisen Eingaben 8-Bit-vorzeichenlose ganze Zahlen umfassen; und
die Differenzwerte 9 Bit-vorzeichenbehaftete ganze Zahlen umfassen.

4. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei in der asymmetrischen Quantisierung:

ein Minimalwert der hochpräzisen Eingaben als ein Nullwert in den niedrigpräzisen Eingaben quantisiert wird;
ein Maximalwert der hochpräzisen Eingaben als ein Maximalwert in den niedrigpräzisen Eingaben quantisiert
wird; und
ein Nullwert der hochpräzisen Eingaben als der niedrigpräzise Wert quantisiert wird, der den hochpräzisen
Nullwert ohne Quantisierungsfehler darstellt.

5. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Vorrichtung ein feldprogrammierbares Gate-
Array FPGA, ein System-auf-Chip SoC, eine anwendungsspezifische integrierte Schaltung ASIC, eine program-
mierbare Arraylogik PAL oder eine komplexe programmierbare Logik-Vorrichtung CPLD umfasst.

6. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Verarbeitungselementarray konfiguriert ist, um
einen Satz von Multiplikationen und Summierungen unter Verwendung der Differenzwerte durchzuführen, um die
Summe von Produkten zu erzeugen.

7. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren zur Beschleunigung der quantisierten Berechnung eines künstlichen neuro-
nalen Netzes, umfassend:

Empfangen (1040) von niedrigpräzisen in einer Faltungsoperation zu verwendenden Eingaben aus einer Spei-
chervorrichtung durch ein Array von Subtraktionsmaschinen (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d), wobei die niedrigpräzisen
Eingaben aus hochpräzisen Eingaben unter Verwendung asymmetrischer Quantisierung auf vorzeichenlose
ganze Zahlen erzeugt werden; wobei die hochpräzisen Eingaben Gewichte (934, 936) und Eingabedatenele-
mente (932, 938) für eine Schicht eines künstlichen neuronalen Netzes umfassen, und die Gewichte und die
Eingabedatenelemente auf ganze Zahlen quantisiert sind;
Subtrahieren (1050), durch eine Subtraktionsmaschine des Arrays von Subtraktionsmaschinen, eines niedrig-
präzisen Wertes, der einen hochpräzisen Nullwert darstellt, von den niedrigpräzisen Eingaben, um Differenz-
werte zu erzeugen, wobei der niedrigpräzise Wert, der den hochpräzisen Nullwert darstellt, eine Nullpunkt-
Ganzzahl ist, wobei die Differenzwerte einem zweidimensionalen Verarbeitungselement-PE-Array eines sys-
tolischen Arrays zur Verfügung gestellt werden, wobei das Subtrahieren das Subtrahieren von niedrigpräzisen
Eingaben beinhaltet, die sowohl den Gewichten als auch den Eingangsdatenelementen entsprechen, um Dif-
ferenzwerte gemäß den Formeln zu erzeugen: 

 und 

in denen Xqz eine Nullpunkt-Ganzzahl für die Eingabedatenelemente ist, Wqz eine Nullpunkt-Ganzzahl für die
Gewichte ist, Xq eine quantisierte Ganzzahl eines Eingabedatenelements ist, Wq eine quantisierte Ganzzahl
eines entsprechenden Gewichts ist, und Xadj sowie Yadj die erzeugten Differenzwerte sind, die für das Einga-
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bedatenelement Xq und das Gewicht Wq erhalten werden;
Erzeugung einer Summe Z von Produkten durch das Verarbeitungselement PE-Array unter Verwendung der
Differenzwerte gemäß der Formel: 

wobei das PE-Array eine Vielzahl von Reihen von Verarbeitungselementen enthält, wobei jede Reihe von
Verarbeitungselementen (920a, 920b, 920c, 920d) Differenzwerte von einer entsprechenden Subtraktionsma-
schine (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d) empfängt; und
Erzeugung (1070) einer hochpräzisen Ausgabe durch eine Nachbearbeitungsmaschine, indem die Summe von
Produkten mit einem Skalierungsfaktor skaliert wird.

8. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei:

die hochpräzisen Eingaben 32-Bit-Gleitkommaeingaben umfassen;
die niedrigpräzisen Eingaben 8-Bit-vorzeichenlose ganze Zahlen umfassen; und
die Differenzwerte 9 Bit-vorzeichenbehaftete ganze Zahlen umfassen.

9. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 7 oder 8, wobei in der asymmetrischen Quantisierung:

ein Minimalwert der hochpräzisen Eingaben als ein Nullwert in den niedrigpräzisen Eingaben quantisiert wird;
ein Maximalwert der hochpräzisen Eingaben als ein Maximalwert in den niedrigpräzisen Eingaben quantisiert
wird; und
ein Nullwert der hochpräzisen Eingaben als der niedrigpräzise Wert quantisiert wird, der den hochpräzisen
Nullwert ohne Quantisierungsfehler darstellt.

10. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 9, wobei die Verarbeitungselemente so kon-
figuriert sind, dass sie niedrigpräzise Multiplikations- und Summierungsoperationen durchführen.

Revendications

1. Appareil pour accélérer le calcul quantifié d’un réseau neuronal artificiel comprenant :

un dispositif de stockage configuré pour stocker des entrées de faible précision à utiliser dans une opération
de convolution, les entrées de faible précision étant générées à partir d’entrées de haute précision à l’aide d’une
quantification asymétrique à des nombres entiers non signés, les entrées de haute précision comprenant des
poids (934, 936) et des éléments de données d’entrée (932, 938) pour une couche d’un réseau neuronal artificiel,
et les poids et les éléments de données d’entrée étant quantifiés en nombres entiers ;
un réseau de moteurs de soustraction (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d) configuré pour recevoir les entrées de faible
précision (932, 934, 936, 938) à partir du dispositif de stockage et soustraire une valeur de faible précision
représentant une valeur nulle de haute précision à partir des entrées de faible précision, créant ainsi des valeurs
de différence (942, 944), la valeur de faible précision représentant la valeur nulle de haute précision étant un
nombre entier de point zéro, les valeurs de différence étant fournies à un réseau systolique qui comprend un
réseau bidimensionnel d’éléments de traitement PE, le réseau de moteurs de soustraction (930a, 930b, 930c,
930d) étant configuré pour soustraire des entrées de faible précision correspondant à la fois aux poids et aux
éléments de données d’entrée pour créer des valeurs de différence selon les formules : 

et 
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dans laquelle Xqz est un entier de point zéro pour les éléments de données d’entrée, Wqz est un entier de point
zéro pour les poids, Xq est un nombre entier quantifié d’un élément de données d’entrée, Wq est un nombre
entier quantifié d’un poids correspondant, et Xadj et Yadj sont les valeurs de différence créées obtenues pour
l’élément de données d’entrée Xq et le poids Wq;
le réseau d’éléments de traitement PE étant configuré pour générer une somme Z de produits à l’aide des
valeurs de différence selon la formule 

, le réseau PE comprenant une pluralité de rangées d’éléments de traitement, chaque rangée d’éléments de
traitement (920a, 920b, 920c, 920d) étant configurée pour recevoir des valeurs de différence provenant d’un
moteur de soustraction correspondant (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d) ; et
un moteur de traitement configuré pour mettre à l’échelle la somme de produits par un facteur d’échelle pour
générer une sortie de haute précision.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

les entrées de faible précision sont stockées dans le dispositif de stockage dans un format à n bits ; et
n est un multiple de 8.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 2, dans lequel :

les entrées de haute précision comprennent des entrées à virgule flottante à 32 bits ;
les entrées de faible précision comprennent des nombres entiers non signés à 8 bits ; et
les valeurs de différence comprennent des nombres entiers signés à 9 bits.

4. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel, dans la quantification asymétrique :

une valeur minimale des entrées de haute précision est quantifiée en tant que valeur nulle dans les entrées de
faible précision ;
une valeur maximale des entrées de haute précision est quantifiée en tant que valeur maximale dans les entrées
de faible précision ; et
une valeur nulle des entrées de haute précision est quantifiée en tant que valeur de faible précision représentant
la valeur nulle de haute précision sans erreur de quantification.

5. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel l’appareil comprend un réseau de
portes programmable sur place, FPGA, un système sur puce SoC, un circuit intégré spécifique à une application
ASIC, une logique de réseau programmable PAL, ou un dispositif logique programmable complexe CPLD.

6. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le réseau d’éléments de traitement
est configuré pour effectuer un ensemble de multiplications et de sommations à l’aide des valeurs de différence
pour générer la somme de produits.

7. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur pour accélérer le calcul quantifié d’un réseau neuronal artificiel, comprenant
les étapes consistant à :

recevoir (1040), d’un dispositif de stockage par un réseau de moteurs de soustraction (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d),
des entrées de faible précision à utiliser dans une opération de convolution, les entrées de faible précision étant
générées à partir d’entrées de haute précision à l’aide d’une quantification asymétrique à des nombres entiers
non signés ; les entrées de haute précision comprenant des poids (934, 936) et des éléments de données
d’entrée (932, 938) pour une couche d’un réseau neuronal artificiel, et les poids et les éléments de données
d’entrée étant quantifiés en nombres entiers ;
soustraire (1050), par un moteur de soustraction du réseau de moteurs de soustraction, une valeur de faible
précision représentant une valeur nulle de haute précision à partir des entrées de faible précision pour créer
des valeurs de différence, la valeur de faible précision représentant la valeur nulle de haute précision étant un
nombre entier de point zéro, les valeurs de différence étant fournies à un réseau de PE d’élément de traitement
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bidimensionnel d’un réseau systolique, la soustraction comprenant la soustraction d’entrées de faible précision
correspondant à la fois aux poids et aux éléments de données d’entrée pour créer des valeurs de différence
selon les formules : 

et 

dans laquelle Xqz est un entier de point zéro pour les éléments de données d’entrée, Wqz est un entier de point
zéro pour les poids, Xq est un nombre entier quantifié d’un élément de données d’entrée, Wq est un nombre
entier quantifié d’un poids correspondant, et Xadj et Yadj sont les valeurs de différence créées obtenues pour
l’élément de données d’entrée Xq et le poids Wq;
générer, par le réseau d’éléments de traitement PE, une somme Z de produits à l’aide des valeurs de différence
selon la formule : 

, dans laquelle le réseau PE comprenant une pluralité de rangées d’éléments de traitement, chaque rangée
d’éléments de traitement (920a, 920b, 920c, 920d) recevant des valeurs de différence provenant d’un moteur
de soustraction correspondant (930a, 930b, 930c, 930d) ; et
générer (1070), par un moteur de post-traitement, une sortie de haute précision en mettant à l’échelle la somme
des produits avec un facteur d’échelle.

8. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur selon la revendication 7, dans lequel

les entrées de haute précision comprennent des entrées à virgule flottante à 32 bits ;
les entrées de faible précision comprennent des nombres entiers non signés à 8 bits ; et
les valeurs de différence comprennent des nombres entiers signés à 9 bits.

9. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur selon la revendication 7 ou 8, dans lequel, dans la quantification asymétrique :

une valeur minimale des entrées de haute précision est quantifiée en tant que valeur nulle dans les entrées de
faible précision ;
une valeur maximale des entrées de haute précision est quantifiée en tant que valeur maximale dans les entrées
de faible précision ; et
une valeur nulle des entrées de haute précision est quantifiée en tant que valeur de faible précision représentant
la valeur nulle de haute précision sans erreur de quantification.

10. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 7 à 9, dans lequel les éléments
de traitement sont configurés pour effectuer des opérations de multiplication et de sommation de faible précision.
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